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Champion Gold- Int. Legacy Inc.
Jaobson 8c Riggs Twsp. Property

Northern Ontario

Introduction:

In Septmeber of 1996, a program consisting of VLF electromagnetics, 
proton magnetometer, and VLF electromagnetics were run over the claim 
group. As these two properties are contiguous they were run 
simultaneously. A total of 8.2 kilometers of each survey was run at a total cot 
of 86150.00.

The Champion Gold Res. Inc. property has been taken over by 
International Legacy Inc. Claims 1174686, 1174687, 847879, and 847876 
were worked on during this program.

The claims were previously prospected, and a series of trenches in 
the central portion of the group was stripped and sampled. Encouraging 
values as high as 130.0 ounces of gold per ton were returned.

The purpose of the geophysical and magnetometer surveys was to 
delineate and extend known gold-bearing vein systems and any parallel 
zones.

The surveyswere run over the claim group: Champion Gold ( 847879, 
847881), and International Legacy ( 1174686 and 1174687). A total of 
S3288 (S2088 and S1200 respectively) is to be spent to keep the group in 
good standing until May 5 to 24 of 1998.

The area is underlain by mafic metavolcanic flows which are 
intercalated by felsic metavolcanic flows. These units are cut by a series of 
agglomerates, feldspar porphyries, and diabase dyke systems.

The surveys outlined five magnetometer anomalies, and two 
electromagnetic anomalies.

At least one zone corresponds to massive sulphides and several 
others to areas favourable to gold mineralization..

The geological surveys outlined shaer zones and areas at the
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contacts between coarse grained and fine grained flows which are 
favourable for gold-bearing mineralization.

The surveys outlined zones which should have further work 
conducted over them. Prospecting , surface sampling, and till sampling of 
these systems has been recommended.
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Location 8c Access-

The site is approximately 103 kilometers northeast of the town of 
Wawa. It is accessed by truck or car along Highway #17 north from Wawa to 
Dubruilville. At Dubruilville, a gravel road is taken for some 20 kilometers to 
the Goudreau-Lochalsh turnoff. From this point, another gravel road is 
taken for some 4.3 kilometers to a timbered area along the Cawdron Lake 
Road. The timber road passes through the southeast section of the claim 
group where approximately thirty hectares have recently been logged.

Topography-

The area is generally flat-lying to gently undulating. Approximately 
one-third to one-half of the area is covered by low-lying swamp ground with 
overburden up to 5 to 7 meters in depth. The low-lying areas are covered by 
spruce and cedar cover.

The higher areas are covered by semi-mature spruce, jack-pine 
ridges and poplar-birch cover. The trees are generally from 4 inches to 12 
inches diameter.

Outcrop amounts to less than 5 to 10 percent of the area; however 
overburden cover is relatively shallow.



Exploration History:

In this region of Ontario, gold was first discovered in 1896. The first 

mine development took place in the 1920's and 1930's where there was 
gold production from the Magino Mine, Edwards Mine, and Cline Mine.

The area remained dormant until the early 1980's when the roads 
were opened by timbering in the area. Since then the Magino Mine 
reopened, and the Kremzar Mine produced for a few years.

The Champion Gold- International Legacy claim group contains 
gold showings which were discovered in 1937. The main showing was 

discovered south of Reid Lake, between claims 847880 and 847881. A 
major exploration effort occured between 1937 and 1940, with thirteen 

quartz vein systems and zones of shearing explored by stripping, trenching, 
and packsack diamond drilling. Of these, the #10 vein received the most 

attention. As many as seven short holes were drilled under the trenches in 
1939, however drill results are unavailable. Reports indicate two narrow 
gold-bearing veins within the zone of quartz-shearing.

In 1986, two diamond drill holes were drilled by Noranda Mines 
under the zone of trenching. Drill results are unavailable from these holes; 
however narrow quzrtz vein systems were encountered by these drill holes.
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Regional Geology-

The property lies at the eastern end of the Michipicoten Greenstone 
Belt, which extends from Lake Superior to Missanabie Lake in a 
northeasterly direction ( a distance of eighty kilometers). The eastern 
section of this belt between Goudreau and Missanabie is underlain by 
typical Archean volcanic assemblages of mafic to felsic flows and 
pyroclastics. These volcanics have attained the greenschist facies. Major 
lithologies (shear zones) form northeasterly to east-west strike. Faults trend 
northwest; the most significant for gold-bearing structures trending 110 
degrees. The volcanic units are intruded by diorite-gabbro and granodiorite 
dykes and sills of three ages. The early age for the intrusive rocks is 
illustrated by the fact that they pre-date the Goudreau Lake Deformation 
Structure (GLDZ). Other minor dykes include felsite, quartz porphyry, and 
late northwest trending diabase dykes (pyroxene and olivene rich series).

Gold mineralization is associated with quartz veins in carbonatized 
southeast to northeast trending shears. Past and present producers occur 
within the broadly defined Deformation Zone (GLDZ); often at or near 
volcanic-intrusive contacts. The Deformation Zone is folded at Godin Lake 
and splays off at this point. Part of this structure lies under the Cymbal 
property.

The gold-bearing vein systems lie along the sheared contact between 
tuff and diorite sill units. It is thought that some of these diorite complexes 
are in actuality coarse-grained mafic volcanic flows. The axial trace of the

Goudreau anticline is interpreted by Ron Sage (OGS 1980) to be along the 
north boundary of the claim group.

The gold-bearing quartz veins are a series of short lensey systems 
containing visible gold and cutting approximately 20 degrees to the main 
shear system. These gold-bearing veins strike approximately 100 to 110 
degrees. The main showing is located at Trench #3 opencut. At this point 
the vein splits into two systems. The quartz veins are steeply dipping (85 
degrees); and dip to the north.
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Several of the gold-bearing structures located in the area (Kremzar, 
Spirit Lake (VenCan),Vega,Cline,Markes) are essentialy silica enriched 
pods of up to 9.0 to 15.0 meters in width which splay off the east-west shear 
systems at a 110 degree direction; and are locallized within fault systems 
which plunge both to the northeast and northwest. Drilling at right angles to 
the shear zones can miss these structures(as demonstrated on all of the 
above properties including this property.
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Property Geology-

A) 847876-847881 (Champion Gold) Group-
These claims, consisting of approximately thirty-two hectares in size, 

were covered by approximately 3.2 kilometers of survey. Traverses were 
conducted in a north-south direction using an old grid put in by Noranda 
Mines Ltd. previously.

The group is underlain by mafic metavolcanic flows of mainly 
pillowed- basalts, and intercalated with coarse-grained flows (dioritic 
appearance). It is at the contact with these two units that an east-west (90 to 
110 degree direction) carbonate-rich shear zone has been located in two 
areas; in the mid-section of 847876, and immediately south of the north 
boundary of 847881. The north shear has associated iron formation, and 
the south group has associated pyrite-rich sulphides accumulating less 
than 507o in content. Several northwesterly trending diabase dykes, some of 
which are olivene- bearing have been located on these claims.

B) 1174686-87 Group-

These claims , consisting of approximately fifty hectres in size, were 
covered by approximately 5.0 kilometers of traversing. At least two-thirds of 
the group has recently been timbered which made access and mapping 
simplified. Logging roads also make access easier for mapping.

The claims are mainly underlain by intermediate (andesite) and mafic 
(basalt) metavolcanic flows. These units are also intercalated by several 
units of coarse grained flows (dioritic).

These units are cut by an older felsic metavolcanic flow unit in the 
north portion of claim 1174687. At the junction of the felsic and mafic 
metavolcanics is a feldspar porphyry dyke system trending in an east-west 
direction. A unit of felsic agglomerate (fragmental volcanics) was located in 
the northeast corner of claim 1174686.
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All of these units are cut by several units of northwesterly trending 

diabase dyke systems (ie- central section of 1174687).
At least five units of coarse grained flows are found intercalated with 

the fine grained flows. These are 50 to 75 meters wide on average. The 
contact areas of the coarse grained flows are condusive to gold-bearing 
mineralization and should be investigated in detail.

Three east-west trending shears were located by the survey. At least 
one is associated with gold-bearing quartz vein systems. The feldspar 
porphyry units are at contact with one of these shear zones (claim 1174687 
north boundary).



Table of Formations

CENOZOIC
Recent- stream b river gravels 
Pleistocene- glacial deposits

LATE PRECAMBRIAN

Firesand Creek Carbonatite Complex
Sovite and dyke material

Intrusive Contact
dolomitic rocks

Intrusive Contact
silicocarbonate rocks

Intrusive Contact 
Diabase and Lamprophyre Dykes

Intrusive Contacts 
EARLY PRECAMBRIAN

Felsic Intrusives, Feldspar-Quartz Porphyry
Intrusive Contact 

Intermediate and Mafic Metavolcanic Flows
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Proton Magnetometer Survey:

The survey was completed with the use of the Exploranium- 
Geometerics "Unimag " proton magnetometer. It has a digital readout with a 
sensitivity of plus or minus ten gammas.

The accuracy of the readings is increased by averaging two or 
three readings; or until the readings settle out to a normalized reading. The 
range selector is changed up or down in areas where there is a high 
magnetic noise, or until a station with a normalized reading is found.

The "World Gamma Range" setting on the instrument was 
brought down to a scale relative to the magnetics of the area when plotting 
the resultant readings. The instrument requires no calibration once the 
proper range setting is found. The average range setting for this area is 
58,000 gammas. When plotting, the 58,000 setting is set at zero. Every few 
hours the readings are checked at a base station (on the base line) and 
changes are noted. At the end of the day the readings are calabrated for 
drift.

Results are plotted at 250 gamma intervals, after plotting 
corrections for daily and diurnal. Base plans are plotted at a scale of one 
inch to 100 meters. Station readings are taken every thirty meters on lines 
at sixty meters apart. The field work was carried out in October of 1996.
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VLF Electromagnetic Survey:

The Crone V.L.F. electromagnetic unit utilizes higher than 
normal electromagnetic frequencies and is capable of detecting small 
sulphide bodies and disseminated sulphide deposits. It accurately isolates 
banded conductors and operates through areas of high noise and 
interference levels.

This method is capable of deep penetration but due to the high 
frequency used, its penetration is limited in areas of clay and conductive 
overburden. The components of dip angle in degrees of the magnetic field 
component, field strength of the magnetic component of the VLF field, and 
the out of phase component of the magnetic field are measured at each 
station. The out of phase is only noted when readings reflect abnormal 
character which signifies a strong conductor.

There are several different channels or stations available; each with a 
different frequency. A channel used should be parallel to the general strike 
of the area. If this cannot be determined or if two different strikes are found, 
then two orthogonal stations are used to define the systems and 
conductors. In this case there are two orthogonal strikes for the area; 
northeast being the dominant and northwest being the weaker. The stations 
of Annapolis, Maryland and Seattle, Washington were used for the survey.

The field strength measurement defines the shape and attitude of 
the conductor by the strength of the field in the horizontal plane or the 
amplitude of the major axis of the polarization ellipse. It is the maximum 
reading obtained from the field strength meter when the instrument is 
rotated in the horizontal plane; and is measured as a percent of the normal 
field strength established at a base station. The field strength measurement 
has an accuracy of plus or minus two percent.

The out of phase component of the magnetic field , as a percent 
of the normal primary field, is sensitive to a low order of conductivity; lower
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than the dip angle measurements. It is used to locate conductors of a low 
order of magnitude. This reading is not recorded but the measurement 
pulse is noted. It is a measurement of the secondary field produced by a 
ground conductor which is in a different phase than the primary field. This is 
the minimum reading of the field strength meter obtained when measuring 
the dip angle. The measurement has an accuracy of plus or minus two 
percent.

The survey was carried out during October of 1995. The lines are 
100 meters apart with stations at every 25 meters. The dip angles are 
plotted at 1 inch to 20 degrees. The staion of Seattle, Washigton with a 
frequency of 24.1 Khz. was used for the survey.
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Results of Proton Magnetometer Survey-

At least five anomalies were observed by the survey.

Anomaly A is located along the northern setion of 847876 and the 
northern section of 1174686. It has been traced in a northeasterly direction 

for some 900 meters. It coincides with a thin band ( 25 meters wide) of 
sulphides and possible iron formation l massive sulphides.

Anomaly B is located in the northeast section of 1174687 and is a 
weak anomaly some 200 meters wide between LO and L1 E. It coincides 
with the north contact of an east-west shear.

Anomaly C is a weak conductor traced for some 700 meters along 
the north boundary of 1174687 and coincides with mineralized porphyry at 
the north contact of an east-west shear.

Anomaly D is a 400 meter length conductor trending in a 
northwesterly direction between L5W and L1 W. This 50 meter wide 
conductor trends against the regional strike and is possibly fault controlled.

Anomaly E is a weak conductor coinciding with a coarse grained 

flow unit at the south boundary of claim 1174686 (between L6W and L4W).
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Results Of VLF Electromagnetic Survey-

Five east-west to northwesterly trending electromagnetic 
anomalies were observed by the survey.

Anomaly A is a weak anomaly with two parallel systems. One is 
associated with conductive overburden. The other is possibly associated 

with a fault system. It is located between L1E and L1 West.
Anomaly B parallels Anomaly A and is a weak zone associated with 

conductive overburden.
Anomaly C is a weak conductive zone traversing the south portion 

of the claims in an east-west direction. It is associated with conductive 
overburden.

Anomaly D is a weak conductive zone which is associated with 
sulphide mineralized zone of iron formation and massive sulphides. This 
zone occurs in the northwestern section of claim 847879 and trends in a 
northeasterly direction.

Anomaly E is a weak conductive zone lying at the contact between 
fragmental volcanics and coarse grained flows. It lies also in an area with 
conductive overburden. This zone has been traced for some 200 meters in 
the northeast corner of claim 1174686.
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Conclusions A Recommendations:

At least five magnetic conductors and two electromagnetic 

conductors were observed which correspond to sulphide-rich anomalies. At 
least one of these corresponds with a sulphide rich vein system.

Both the magnetics and the electromagnetics were successful in 
outlining several conductive zones.

Most of the gold-bearing vein systems in this area are steeply 

plunging to the east and raking to the northeast. Some of these zones 
correspond to shears and the contacts between coarse grained flows l 
feldspar porphyry and fine grained flows. These contacts are favourable for 
gold mineralization.

The conductive zones and contact areas can be prospected and 
surface sampled in detail to see if further work is warranted. In areas of 

overburden, till sampling is recommended to outline the potential of these 
zones.

Concord, Ontario.
December 1,1996. FT. Archibald, B.Sc.Geologist.
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CHAMPION GOLD RESOURCES INC. 
7 Bishop Avenue

Suite 404 
Willowdale, Ontario

M2M 4J4 
(416) 250-6699 

FAX (416) 250-7726

.DELIVERED BY FAX TO F. T. ARCHIBALD CONSULT ING LTD. (905-66Q-7143)

December 5, 1996

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
Office of the Mining Recorder
60 Church Street
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 3H3

Att". Mining Recorder

Re: All c't aims owned by Champion Gold Resources inc. 
C'lent Number 116952

Dear Madam:

Please accept this letter as authorization that F. T. Archibald Consulting 
Ltd., 668 Millway Avenue, Unit 15, Concord, Ontario, Ontario L4K 3V2 is 
authorized to act as Agent on behalf of Champion Gold Resources Inc.

Thanking you in advance for your co-operation.

Yours truly
CharriDion Gold Resjdiirces Inc.

.arry MelnicK 
President

\f\TT,
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LARRY MELNICK 
7 Bishop Avenue

Suite 404 
Willowdale, Ontario

M2M 4J4 
(416) 250-6699 

FAX (416) 250-7726

DELIVERED BY FAX TO F. T. ARCHIBALD CONSULTING LTD. (905-660-7143)

December 5, 1996

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
Office of the Mining Recorder
60 Church Street
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 3H3

Att: Mining Recorder

Re: All claims owned by Larry Me':nick 
- Client Number 300918

Dear Madam:

Please accept this letter as authorization that F, T. Archibald Consulting 
Ltd., 608 Millway Avenue, Unit 15, Concord, Ontario, Ontario L4K 3V2 is 
authorized to act as Agent on behalf of Larry Me'nick.

Thanking you in advance for your co-ooeration. 

Y c 11 r s truly

,/ Larry M e l n i c k
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jrtormed

From: Sei?f.\
rk Performed (Check One Work Group Only)

To: -y
Work Group

Geotechnical Survey

Physical Work, 
Including Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized 
' Work

Assays

Assignment from 
Reserve

Type

^s^u^n J \Jvf- UJEc^ A^^pr^Nejvc/ 1 M /V^r^i^r^

RECEIVED

JAN -8 1997

MINING LANDS BRANCH— ii .—^ —j

tal Assessment Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Costs
i.e: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 

holder cannot verify expenditures claimed In the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

sons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

OTA
m r Or/r

tach a schedule if necessary)

-tlflcatlon of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
:ertlfy that at the lime the work was performed, the claims covered In this work 
port were recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Interest 
i the current recorded holder.

Date

\5JEc. l
RecordeiHolder or Agent (Signature)

-tlflcatlon of Work Report
cortlfy that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth In this Work report, haying performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
j completion and annexed report Is true. 
ris and Address of Person Certifying

.•pone No.
\

Certified By (Sigi

Office Use Only

Date Notice for Amendments Sent

otal Value Cr. Recorded G DIVIBRJN 
RECEIVED

-9 DEC 1996 PM
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Credits you are claiming in this report may be cut back. In order to minimize the adverse effects of such deletions, please Indicate from 
which claims you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please mark (^) one of the following:

1. XJ Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.
2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained In this report of work.
3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be Implemented.

Note 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect
to the mining claims.

^

Note 2 : If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

H.

l certify that (he recorded holder had a beneficial Interest In the patented 
or leased land at the time the work was performed.

Signature Date



) Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office uw;

o 16999
s^ront f/or^egTrotiwf^Wlndel'^.•nil Information collected on this form Is obtained under the authority ol subsection 6(1) of the Assei,...,... ..,............ . .... . ..

;n 9 of the Mining Act, the Information Is e public record. This Information will be used (o review the assessment work end coaespond with 
inlng land holder. Questions aboul this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and 

j, 6th Floor, 933 Ramwy Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario. P3E 6B5.

Work Type

^A^ CM CTb PTfctf^

,^ iPLa (toNVv
Gf-5)^ov^

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

'b.t, ^
l.ls VU^

^,7^ K*v,

elated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

-.
RECEIVtu

v IANR 1997 |

——————————————— MINING LANDOPB^'CVJ, ——————

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit

4 ?^Q
i-z-rc
A.'LSSi

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

^©0^

^ ^V)^

ii ^^

4^oo t

atlons of Filing Discounts:

-k filed within two years of performance is claimed at 1001* of the above Total Value of Assessment Work. 
ork Is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 501* of the Total 
je of Assessment Work, If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:
AL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 Total S value of worked claimed.

older than 5 years Is not eligible for credit.
^rded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed In this statement df costs within 45 days of a 

1 for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification Is not made, the 
r may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

atlon verifying costs: 

r i\ ' ____ ( dg nereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may(please print full name)

bly be determined and the costs were Incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on 

jmpanying Declaration of Work form as ______ JT\ v^^fS ______ ., l am authorized
(recorded holder, agent, or slate company position with signing authority)

this certification.



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

March 7, 1997

Sheila Lessard 
Mining Recorder 
60 Church Street 
Sault Ste. Marie, ON 
P6A 3H3

Minlstere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 
(705)

670-5853 
670-5863

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2.16999

W9650.00219 
W9650.00220

Status
Deemed Approval 
Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). 
The attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the 
notice, and any steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, 
subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work 
which has received a 45 Day Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by 
the response date on the summary.

NOTE: This correspondence may affect the status of your mining lands. Please contact the Mining 
Recorder to determine the available options and the status of your claims.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
beneteau-s@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10586 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .16999

Correspondence to:
Mining Recorder 
Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Resident Geologist 
Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
F. T. Archibald
CONCORD, ONTARIO, CANADA

INTERNATIONAL LEGACY INC. 
Willowdale, ONTARIO

CHAMPION GOLD RESOURCES INC. 
WILLOWDALE, Ontario

Page: 2

Correspondence ID: 10586



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .16999

Date Correspondence Sent: M arch 07, 1997 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9650.00219 847879

Section:
12 Geological G EOL 
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l A rea(s)
JACOBSON

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date

February 21, 1997

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9650.00220 1174686

Section:
12 Geological GEOL 
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l A rea(s)
JACOBSON

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date

February 21, 1997

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10586
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TRAILS

LINES
TOWNSHIPS,, BASE LIVES,. ETC. ,
LOTS,MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS,ETC ——

UNSURVEYED LINES
LOT LINES — 
PARCEL BOUNDARY —- 
MINING CLAIMS ETC. ——'
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UTlLITr LINES ——

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM -^ - 
-LOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 
SUBDIVISION .^

MAKSH 

"f ' N F S

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF
^ATE.N T , c. '"vFACE J* MINING RIGHTS

SuRf-A^t RIGHTS ONLY'

V.'M -, - RlCnTS ONLY

.EASE, SURFACE HI MINING RIGHTS 
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
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m
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c.s. 
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i i i j
SCALE : l INCH : 40 CHAINS

FEET 
METRES

ACRiS HECTARES

j4,6990
————~!

TOWNSHIP

JACOBSON
(Former TP 48)

DISTRICT
ALGOMA ;,

MINING DIVISION

SAULT STE MARIE
UNi'ARIO

NATURAL RESOURCES
,,^ BRANCH-v..-.

DATE SEPT. 72

WHITNEY BLOCK 
tFN'S "ARK, TORONTO

PLAN NO

M. 1583


